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BLACK HISTORY
IS BRITISH HISTORY

How Ignatius Sancho opens up a world, only to make us question our own

BY LIBBY COLLARD, ODILE JORDAN, ELLEN VALENTE
THE IGNATIUS SANCHO RESEARCH GROUP
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Yinka Shonibare Diary of a Victorian Dandy: 19:00 Hours

Ignatius Sancho’s London is a research group run by the wonderful Nicole Aljoe, of our
wider Northeastern Community, and Olly Ayers, our in-house historian extraordinaire,
along with four dynamically creative, diligent and ever-astonished research assistants:

Amouraé B. Chin, Odile Jordan, Libby Collard and Ellen Valente. To supply a bit of
context, without ruining the story we wish to tell, we have been researching the life of

Ignatius Sancho since Christmas of 2021. Our aim: to build a digital map of 18th century
Black Britain.

https://dcrn.northeastern.edu/ignatius-sanchos-london/


this year, we have come to learn that Black
Britain is everywhere. In the archives, in the
literature, in the arts, in the DNA of London.
If it was ever overlooked, it wasn’t because it
was hard to find, but because it was
intentionally minimised in an effort to
separate ‘Black History’ from ‘British
History’ – as though there was ever a time
where they weren’t one and the same.
     Despite the understandably forward-
facing energy from the organisers at Black
History Month, the U.K’s governmental
report shows us just how far we have to go.
This history is not something to pay attention
to only for a month – these archives have a
lifetime’s work of history and information.
Thus, within this hopefully digestible and
equally enjoyable read, we will attempt to
give you a snippet of our ever-evolving
ideas, thoughts and criticisms that stem from
the Ignatius Sancho London Project and the
history of Black History Month.

When we started digitally mapping 18th-
century Black British London with Ayers
and Aljoe, the only thing we knew of Charles
Ignatius Sancho (1729?-1780) was that he
was the first Black British man [believed] to
vote in a UK parliamentary election. Since
then, our increasing knowledge about his life
and wider social network has completely
transformed our vision of British history.
Sancho’s prominence in history as one of the
first Black Britons with aristocratic
connections, wealth, a platform and many
privileges is a fascinating area to explore this
Black History Month, and as you’ll see, it
provokes deeper considerations…

Being asked to write about Ignatius Sancho
is both the best and worst thing for a research
assistant. On the one hand, being able to
divulge the information that we’ve fostered
in our heads for months is a feeling like
nothing else: striking the perfect notes of the
murky composition sloshing about in our
minds. However, the flip side of this is the
creeping feeling of inadequacy that lurks
over our own words - in comparison to
Sancho’s own letters and that of the
academics before us. Yet, we do indeed try
our best and believe heavily in the future of
digital history for the re-examination of
stories we thought we knew.
     Again, being asked to do this piece for
Black History Month is also difficult. For
example, this October, the UK theme for
BHM is Time for Change: Action not
Words. It’s clear where this call for action
comes from. The killing of George Floyd in
the summer of 2020 reignited worldwide
protests, think pieces and political discourse.
But two years later, this energy has failed to
manifest in concrete ways. Boris Johnson’s
cabinet published a report by the newly
created: Commission on Race and Ethnic
Disparities. The report included a foreword
from Tony Stewell, who insinuated that
Black and Ethnic minorities must act with
greater agency: “rather than wait for
invisible external forces to assemble to do
the job.” Yet, not only are there concrete
external forces but ones that act against the
interest of the BAME community.
     However, with Sancho, especially in
conjunction with the digital humanities, there
is a certain empowerment - we no longer rely
on the institutional bodies at large but can
recover communities and voices on our own
terms. Since starting research in January of 
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-report-of-the-commission-on-race-and-ethnic-disparities


Our completed Map of Black Presence in 18th Century London

    Black History Month originated in 1926
with Carter G. Woodson. Woodson, born in
Virginia to formerly enslaved people, then
attended the University of Chicago and then
Harvard - where he received his PhD. There,
Woodson formed the Association for the
Study of Negro Life and History (ASNLH).
It is from this very group that we get the
progenitor of Black History Month: the
“Negro History Week”. The purpose: to draw
attention to figures in Black American and
African History. In America, unlike the
United Kingdom, Black History Month was
celebrated in the second week of February
because this was the birthday of Frederick
Douglass and Abraham Lincoln. 

“Halfway down King Charles Street, a small
white plaque reads: ‘Ignatius Sancho, 1729 -
1780, writer, symbol of the humanity of
Africans, lived and had a grocery shop near
this site.’ It is now the 

Foreign Office. A short walk up to Trafalgar
Square takes you, to what is now the
National Portrait Gallery, where 200-odd
years ago, Sancho’s wife Anne and son
William ran the bookshop from which his
Letters were posthumously distributed. It
cannot be denied that Black and ethnic
minorities have occupied key spaces in the
centre of the political landscape of London.”

     Joseph Jekyll’s (1782) short “biography”
of the life of Ignatius Sancho is often cited
by historians when telling the story of
Sancho, but might not be completely
accurate. The primary archival evidence we
have from Sancho himself is limited to a
collection of Letters, published
posthumously by his friend Francis Crewe, 
 dated between 1768-1780 - the last twelve
years of his life. Due to this temporal
limitation of the Letters, Françoise Le Jeune
commented that “All things considered, one
must admit that the every day banting with
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https://dcrn.northeastern.edu/ignatius-sanchos-london/
https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/trump-and-black-history-month
https://encore.libraries.london.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb1654928__SJoseph%20Jekyll%20Sancho%20__Orightresult__U__X2?lang=eng&suite=shl
https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-03298913/document


2022, Black Health and Wellness;
2021, Black Family: Representation,
Identity and Diversity;
2020, African Americans and the Vote;
2019, Black Migrations;
2018, African Americans in Times of
War;
2017, The Crisis in Black Education.

friends or the routine letters inquiring about
Sancho's customers' health remain of a
limited interest for historians seeking
information about Sancho's position within
the black community in London or his own
views on the slave trade for instance.”
However, contrary to Le Jeune’s argument,
we think the Letters could not be more
important in this aspect. Between the lines,
they offer a direct account of what everyday
life was like for Londoners of colour in the
eighteenth century; a rare insight, due to the
glaring gaps in the archival material that’s
available to us today. The Letters help us
piece together a network of people and
communities, from the servants that Sancho
worked alongside during his time with the
Montagu family, to famous actors and writers
of the day, to young Black men who turned to
Sancho for mentoring and support. Sancho’s
Letters enable us to see him not only as a
prominent Black Briton, but as a man:
musician, writer, loving husband and father to
nine children (or, as he called them, his
“Sanchonettes”).
     It was only years later, in 1976, after the
US Civil Rights Movement, that Black
History Week was extended - producing
Black History Month as we know it today.
Not only was it extended to a month, but
Presidents often use the month to highlight a
specific theme. Some of these themes
include:

    Indeed, the Letters help us to recognise
that whilst Sancho’s achievements were
great, his story is far from perfect. Sancho’s
financial success later in life was due to his
grocery shop, just a block away from
present-day 10 Downing Street, selling a
variety of goods - including sugar, tea,
tobacco and coffee from the slave trade - to
the middle and upper classes of eighteenth-
century London. Whilst Sancho can be
viewed as one of the first abolitionists, with
many of his Letters demonstrating anti-
slavery sentiment, we cannot fail to consider
Sancho’s full character and his positioning
on the intersection of race and class.

     It took 61 years for Black History Month
to migrate from the United States to the
United Kingdom. At a talk presented at the
Launch (as if a new product on the market)
of Black History Month in Wales in 2013,
Glenn Jordan explains: “The first official
celebration occurred in the United Kingdom
in 1987. February was rejected because that
month did not have a particular meaning for
Black people from the Caribbean.” October,
however, did: “On October 11, 1865, Paul
Bogle led 200 to 300 armed Black men and
women into the town of Morant Bay in East
Jamaica. They came to confront the power of
the White planter class.” He then goes on to
acknowledge the failings of the “rebellion”
but concludes that it “pay[s]” tribute to a
group of Caribbean people of African
descent, oppressed in the land of their birth,
who dared to take up arms in pursuit of
freedom."
     Joseph Jekyll’s account of the life and
achievements of Sancho is in many places
factually incorrect and based on 
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https://davenport.libguides.com/bhm/themes
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1532708614563788


contemporary narratives on the position of
Black people in the eighteenth century, using
highly racialised language and stereotypes
throughout. The Letters from Sancho himself
provide a different, and in many ways more
useful, access to the “real” history of Black
London. They go to some lengths to fill in
the gaps in the archives, pointing toward
those whose stories cannot be easily told. As
Saidiya Hartman convincingly demonstrates
in Wayward Lives, Beautiful Experiments,
we can use the partial and limited evidence
found in the archives, including sources such
as Sancho’s Letters, to build up and
extrapolate - through a process called
“critical fabulation” - what the life of
someone usually  omitted from historical
narratives might have looked like. In this
way, “the everyday banting with friends… 
 or Sancho’s customers' health” that Le Jeune
dismissed as

with The Stage, she recollects “as a
Councillor in Lambeth made me very aware
of how little positive support Black children
were receiving whilst in so-called ‘Council
Care.’" Thus, the UK equivalent of Black
History Month stems from a specific council
wanting children to be aware of “the positive
achievements of Black peoples.” Now, it was
not October because of the riot but because,
as Bellos explains: “The nearest dates that
fitted our Guest and the venue availability
was October 1987. Hence Black History
Month was held in October each year in
contrast to being in February in the USA.”
Moreover, the earliest mention of “Black
History Month” in the British Newspaper
Archive is on Friday 4th November 1988,
advertising a “cultural afternoon,” “lecture
on African History” and “African Musical
Day:”

 unhelpful becomes
a vital addition to
contemporary
discussions on the
wider themes of
race, class,
community;
prominent issues
like the slave trade;
and the ways in
which  Black British
history is 
 commonly
presented.
    Black History
Month cites that it
was Answell Wong,
the Head of theEthnic Minority Unit (EMU) and Linda
Bellos, former leader of Lambeth Council
and gay rights activist who introduced Black
History Month into the UK. In an interview 

     In a later pamphlet from Southwark
Council in 1994, you can see the spread of
events across the Borough:
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https://books.google.co.uk/books/about/Wayward_Lives_Beautiful_Experiments.html?id=ZFGYDwAAQBAJ&source=kp_book_description&redir_esc=y
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https://www.history.com/topics/black-history/black-history-month
https://www.blackhistorymonth.org.uk/article/section/bhm-intros/history-black-history-month/


“Britain could not have become what it is
today without the exploitation of territories
all over the globe. At its peak, the British
Empire contained 57 colonies, dominions,
territories or protectorates: 14 of which
remain under the jurisdiction and sovereignty
of the United Kingdom today. An
examination of what is now the
Commonwealth reminds us that its 56
member states were only recognised as ‘free
and equal’ after the 1949 London
Declaration. The 14 British Overseas
Territories mentioned earlier were still called
the Crown Colonies until 1981 – only just
over forty years ago.”  

     However, other sources claim Black
History Month was initiated, in 1987, by
Ghanaian-born Akyaaba Addai-Sebo.
Speaking to The Voice, he explains: “Black
History Month in Britain was born in October
to align with the ‘spiritual significance of the
autumn equinox of Africa and the African
way of life [....] Autumn is a period of the 

The Stage, Thursday 6th October, 1994 (British Newspaper Archive)

harvest, is a period of plenty, is a period of
self-examination.’” However, in The London
Evening Standard, the article explains that
Addai-Sebo chose October as it is
traditionally “when African chiefs and leaders
gather to settle their differences”. It is also the
start of a new academic year here in the UK.
     Thus, we can see how Black History
Month in the United Kingdom was born off a
desire to empower young people and honour
those who have paved the way before us.
However, it is unclear whether these histories
have been treated properly or just used for
commercial purposes. “Less than 1% of
GCSE students in England study a book by a
writer of colour, and only 7% study a book by
a woman." If we compare this with a video
made by John Lewis it seems there is a real
irony, as with Pride, reminding us of the
importance of institutional recognition.
However, through Sancho, and others like
him, we are reminded of how mainstream this
history is. Thus, it seems understanding the
politics of British-ness and 7

https://www.voice-online.co.uk/news/history/2022/10/02/the-man-who-started-black-history-month/
https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/
https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/london-life/black-history-month-2022-uk-why-is-it-important-why-celebrated-in-october-a4250966.html
https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/london-life/black-history-month-2022-uk-why-is-it-important-why-celebrated-in-october-a4250966.html
https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/london-life/black-history-month-2022-uk-why-is-it-important-why-celebrated-in-october-a4250966.html
https://www.penguin.co.uk/articles/2021/06/under-one-per-cent-gcse-students-study-writers-of-colour
https://youtu.be/5YBGYMOLrTI


contributed to and changed Britain. While
these figures, amongst which Sancho has often
been counted, are pivotal to our understanding
of history, it is critical that we take a wider
view of the past to accurately uncover how
Black history is synonymous with British
history. It’s necessary to look at the “Black
Poor” who fought for Britain in the American
Revolutionary War, yet died from starvation
on the streets of the East End; to learn about
the nameless Black people mentioned in high-
profile Old Bailey Trials, and the Black
women working as prostitutes across the city.
This is the real history of London, not so easily
summarised with a commercial pitch to repeat
every October, only to be forgotten for the rest
of the year.
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     Often the history of Black Britain,
especially during Black History Month, is
filled with cherry-picked examples of
extraordinary Black folks who lived in,

 the contexts surrounding Ignatius Sancho’s
18th century world is to be acutely aware of
the  complexities of looking back on the past
from our modern perspective and navigating
our process forward.

     “These histories inform everything about Britain’s present-day
society; from our tea-drinking habits to the disproportionately high
Black maternal mortality rate. Upon closer inspection, what might

seem like quintessentially British aspects of our culture have ethnically
diverse people at its core. That is, the very idea of ‘quintessentially

British’ is to be everything other than what we originally conceived. As
Gertrude Stein poignantly put it: ‘What good are roots if you can’t take

them with you?’”
 

      Lauren Elkin, Flâneuse, 2016

https://www.npeu.ox.ac.uk/mbrrace-uk/reports
https://books.google.co.uk/books/about/Flaneuse.html?id=0UcyCwAAQBAJ&source=kp_book_description&redir_esc=y
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´Find my Past

Ancestry.co.uk

Our website, obviously

For a quick search of all digitized European
newspapers: Europeana

The Old Bailey Online (1674-1913) for all
things crime

Online
Resources:

UCL Equiano Center: This unique
initiative has been established to create a
focus for academic and community scholars
and research students of all levels to come
together and debate emerging and new ideas,
theories and research methods around
subjects such as Black History in Britain,
and theories of race, racism and anti-racism.

Find a Grave: Find the graves of ancestors,
create virtual memorials or add photos,
virtual flowers and a note to a loved one's
memorial. Search or browse cemeteries and
grave records for every - day and famous
people from around the worl

Locating London: Search the Roque's map
for any street in London that you are looking
for and it instantly appears! Perfect for
finding difficult streets!

Switching the Lens - Rediscovering
Londoners of African, Caribbean, Asian and
Indigenous Heritage: London Metropolitan
Archives' database containing records of
Black Londoners between 1561 and 1840

Palaeography Tutorial: This web tutorial
(run by the National Archives) will help you
learn to read the handwriting found in
documents written in English between 1500
and 1800.

The Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography: Using northeastern login, get
access to The Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography - a great place to start when
looking for public figures. Definitely non-
exhaustive but still useful!

For hunting down the one person, the trusty
National Archives

Centre for the Studies of the Legacies of
British Slavery

9

RESEARCH & READING
RECOMMENDATIONS

The Sancho Research Group's

https://www.findmypast.co.uk/
http://www.ancestry.co.uk/s108335/t43735/rd.ashx
https://dcrn.northeastern.edu/ignatius-sanchos-london/
https://www.europeana.eu/en
https://www.oldbaileyonline.org/index.jsp
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/equiano-centre
https://www.findagrave.com/
https://www.locatinglondon.org/index.html
https://search.lma.gov.uk/scripts/mwimain.dll/382964806?GET=&FILE=%5BWWW_LMA%5Dmessages%2F208.htm
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/palaeography/
https://onesearch.library.northeastern.edu/permalink/01NEU_INST/i2gqis/alma994549552000140
https://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/


British History Online: This is a collection
of nearly 1300 volumes of primary and
secondary content relating to British and
Irish history, and histories of empire and the
British world. BHO also provides access to
40,000 images and 10,000 tiles of historic
maps of the British Isles.

Layers of London: A map-based history
website developed by the Institute of
Historical Research. Users can access free
historical maps of London and contribute
stories, memories and histories to create a
social history resource about their area. Start
exploring now!

English Heritage: Perfect for looking for
Plaques and “public figures”’ houses. It also
contains some hand biographical and
locational data.

London Lives: The same people who
digitized the London map and Old Bailey
data have created a search engine of 3.35
million names of Londoners from 1690-
1800. Extremely helpful - especially for
finding people who crop up multiple times in
Work registers, The Old Bailey etc.

Criminal Transportation Records - The
National Archive: This guide will help you
find records of people sentenced to
transportation. The National Archives holds
records of many criminal trials and
convictions - as well as convict voyages, 
 censuses and pardons - and this guide
explains how these are indexed and how they
can be searched. It also outlines which
details can be useful when starting your
research, and contains background
information on the history of criminal
transportation.

Mixed Museum: “We are a digital museum
and archive that contributes to widening
knowledge about Black and ethnic minority
British history through sharing and
preserving the social history of racial mixing
in Britain for future generations.”

Black Tudors - The Untold Story: Free
online course leading on from Miranda
Kaufmann’s acclaimed 2017 study.

Criminal Transportation Records - The
National Archive: This guide will help you
find records of people sentenced to
transportation. The National Archives holds
records of many criminal trials and
convictions - as well as convict voyages, 

Black Cultural Archives Catalog: Their
online catalogue contains details of over
3,5000 records across 41 collections
reflecting the history and presence of African
and Caribbean communities in Britain. These
include personal papers, organizational
records, ephemera, photographs and
periodicals, library references and the object
collection!
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The Gazette: Official public records -
mainly insurance and newspapers. Helpful
for business transactions!

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/
https://www.layersoflondon.org/
https://www.english-heritage.org.uk/
https://www.londonlives.org/
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/
https://mixedmuseum.org.uk/
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/black-tudors
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/black-tudors
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/black-tudors
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/
https://collections.blackculturalarchives.org/
https://www.thegazette.co.uk/


The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double.
Paul Gilroy, 1993.

Consciousness Dispossessed Lives: Enslaved
Women, Violence, and the Archive. Marisa J.
Fuentes, 2016.

Black Lives in the English Archives, 1500-
1677: Imprints of the Invisible. Imtiaz H.
Habib, 2020.

Early Black British writing: Olaudah Equiano,
Mary Prince, and others: Selected texts with
Introduction, Critical Essays. Equiano
Olaudah et al. 2004.

“Death-defying Testimony: Women's Private
Lives and the Politics of Public Documents.”
Legacy, vol. 27, number 1, Lois Brown, 2010.

IF  YOU HAVE MORE RESOURCE RECOMMENDATIONS   
 OR WANT TO CONTINUE THE DISCUSSION

 please email:

ignatiussancho18c    gmail.com

Reading Recommendations:

“'My Savage,’ ‘My Man’: Racial
Multiplicity in Robinson Crusoe.” ELH 62,
no. 4, Roxann Wheeler, 1995.

The Grateful Slave; The Emergence of Race
in the 18th century. George Boloukos, 2008.

“Mrs. Phipps and her daughters: Presences
and Absences in an Eighteenth Century
Anglo-African Family.” Wolfram Latsch,
2018.

“Ethnicity, Prejudice, and Justice: The
Treatment of the Irish at the Old Bailey,
1750-1825.” Journal of British Studies, vol.
52, no. 2, Peter King, 2013.

Wayward Lives, Beautiful Experiments:
Intimate Histories of Riotous Black Girls,
Troublesome Women and Queer Radicals.
Saidiya Haartman, 2019.

Letters of the Late Ignatius Sancho, an
African, edited by Vincent Caretta, 2015.

The Secret Diaries of Charles Ignatius
Sancho. Paterson Joseph, 2022.

Black and British: A Forgotten History.
David Olusoga, 2017

Black England: Life Before Emancipation.
Gretchen Gerzina, 1995.

@

https://encore.libraries.london.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2717028__SThe%20Black%20Atlantic%3A%20Modernity%20and%20Double__Orightresult__U__X4?lang=eng&suite=shl
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THE 1960-70S

BY SORAYA VIGNERON

 slavery. Her research became well known in
New Orleans and started her journey in
researching the story of ex-slaves which
often led them to peonage.

What is Peonage?
Peonage was another way for landowners, or
ex-masters, to continue exploiting African
Americans’ free labour after the
Emancipation Proclamation. After the
abolition of slavery, the now free Black-
Americans were promised 40 acres and a
mule to build their life, which hardly
happened. With no resources they often
became sharecroppers and entered an abusive
debt system in which they worked in the field
”picking cotton, pulling corn” in exchange
for not paying rent. This arrangement
became forced labour when debt was
manipulatively created and continued when
they were using matches, tobacco and
medical bills. The families could not leave
until they had paid back their debt which
never happened. Medical bills were
sometimes worth more than a month’s wage.
In the Whitney Plantation, a man wrote about
how he was determined to pay his $25 debt
so he could leave, but he also needed the
landowner's permission to get his belongings.

From generations of slavery, the Jim Crow
law to the murder of George Floyd the
story of African Americans has been full of
painful challenges and fight for their rights.
But thanks to figures like Martin Luther
King, Rosa Parks, Dr June Jackson
Christmas and the unrest of all African-
Americans their rights were legally
recognised. This long series of events was
pathed by the Emancipation Proclamation
in 1865 which abolished for good slavery
in the United States or that we thought…
Recent discoveries much of which we owe
to Dr Antoinette Hallen Miller proved that
slavery of African Americans continued
well into the 60s see the 70s.

Who is Dr. Hallen Miller?
Dr. Antoinette Harrell is a historian,
genealogist and civil rights activist whose
focus of study is race relations in the South
of the US. She specialises in cases of
modern day slavery, more specifically of
slavery and abuse of labour practices after
the Civil War. She started her journey in
1994 by looking into her own family
history. After finding her ancestors,
Thomas and Carries Richardson, in the
inventory of their master she investigated
further in what happened to them after the
abolishment of

TRIGGER WARNING : 
SEXUAL ASSAULT & HUMAN EXPLOITATION 

or the real end of plantation slavery in the
United States
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Dr. Hallen’s findings?
Digging deeper Dr Hallen found documents
in the National Archive in Washington DC,
and records documenting cases of landowners
accused of holding people in involuntary
servitude in the Justice Department. She used
more than 30, 000 documents from private
letters, inventories, NAACP’s ( the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored
People) requests of investigation for peonage,
up to letters addressed to officials. The like of
Carries Kinsey’s letter sent to President
Roosevelt about her son being taken and sold
in the plantations, a letter which stayed in a
“rectangular folder at the Department of
Justice and tagged with a reference number in
this case 12007.” as Douglas A. Blackmon
mentioned, ignoring what he called American
Neoslavery. Hallen started lecturing about her
findings and inspired people to share their
experiences.

The testimonies
Among all the testimonies that she’s worked
on, the most known are those of the 20 people
that worked in the Waterford Plantation in St
Charles Parish, Louisiana until the 1950s, and
the Wall Millers’. Mae Wall Miller reached
out to her after a lecture stating she and her
family “didn’t get freedom until 1963.”. Her
father Cain Wall signed a contract he couldn’t
read, thus losing his land and sealing his
family to the owner of the plantation. Mae,
Cain, her brother Arthur and the rest of her
family were inflicted continuous physical,
sexual and psychological abuse such as rape,
making someone dig their own grave, or
public killing and hanging. The family was
able to escape their situation when Mae
decided to flee the plantation and was found
by a family that came back for the rest of the

 hers later that same night. Ninety five
percent of people forced to work in the fields
were African Americans, among them were
also poor Hungarians, Poles, Italians and
Hispanics.
     The very isolated area stretching for miles
and miles and their inaccessibility to media
like TV, trapped the Millers economically,
physically & mentally so that they “thought
all blacks were being treated like that.” It
was only around 1966 that Arthur Miller was
aware of the pursuit of freedom for African
Americans.
     Hallen struggled and still does trying to
get testimonies. The trauma they endured
causes great anxiety that they might be taken
back if they talk, but mostly they are afraid
of the repercussions because in the South the
families that owned the plantations continue
to be in power, being part of local
governments, and the big businesses.

Reparations and the future of modern
slavery
In 2001 the case caught the attention of a
lawyer but the Supreme Court refused to
hear it and the pursuit of reparations
dropped. If reparation is owed to the victims
of peonage and slavery, it is important to
remember that such trauma is unmendable.
Arthur Miller declared “It may not really fix
it but it would help. It is something that’s
kind of unfixable. You can kind of mend it
back together a little bit but it won’t
completely fix certain things, killing, making
him [his dad’s uncle] dig his grave, there’s
stuff like that you can’t fix by giving me a
mule.”
     The Millers ’case is not an isolated one,
more than 30,000 pages connected to debt
slavery remain in the files of the Department
of Justice of the National Archives. Justice
for
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African Americans for years to come. The
school-to-prison pipeline and private
penitentiaries are just a few of the new ways
to guarantee that black people provide free
labour for the system at large.”

the known and unknown victims is yet to
come. When asked about the last cases of
peonage and the future of modern slavery for
African Americans, Dr Hallen declared: “Do I
believe Mae’s family was the last to be freed?
No. Slavery will continue to redefine itself for
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VISIONS OF POSTBELLUM
BLACK AMERICA

Winslow Homer at the National Gallery
BY MIRIAM IVO CRUZ

The National Gallery is currently hosting an
exhibition on Winslow Homer. Born in 1836,
he remains one of the most celebrated
American painters of the 19th century. The
artist has been the object of unceasing
popularity, in life and after. His continuous
appeal seems first to point to his fine
commercial sense. Knowing how to attract an
audience allowed him to make his art his living.
The work’s aesthetic appeal, however, can
mediate rather awkwardly between the painter's
clients and
recurring subjects.
Portraying the civil
war, and the period
of emancipation 
 that followed,
Homer captures an
era of change—and
lack thereof—in 
 the United States. 
 His works on 
 black American's
postbellum-life, 
particulalry, both crystallise and come to
embody the era’s failure.
     Homer began his career as a commercial
illustrator, working for a number of magazines.
. When the Civil War broke out in 1861, it was
Harper’s Weekly that sent him to the Union’s
front to capture images of the army, of battle 

and of their camps. Though taxing, the
experience must have been formative to the
self-taught artist. After the confederacy’s
capitulation, in 1865, he continued to travel
across America, North to South, chronicling
the country's changing human landscape.
     What the artist leaves us, from these
journeys are, undoubtedly, some wonderful
images of life—"candids," one is tempted  to
call them, as the photographic term can feel 

quite
appropriate. See
this painting,
“Dressing for the
Carnival.” Here,
this community,
preparing for a
traditional
celebration, has 
 been preserved
in the process  of
creation:
material and
social, in the act
of fashioning
costumes and a

cultural identity. Dating, however, from 1877,
it places the scene on the brink of the assent
of The Wormley Agreement. This act, by
removing the federal troops from the south,
allowing white supremacy to grow
unregulated in previously secessionist states,
in effect terminated Reconstruction.

Dressing for the Carnival, 1877
Oil on Canvas, (50.8 x 76.2cm)
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    You gather throughout the exhibition that,
though the painter enjoys capturing narrative
fragments, it is never in his interest to expand
on these moments beyond whatever
brushwork has made of them:

“Whatever you paint, try to put down
exactly what you see. Whatever else
you have to offer will come out
anyway.”
     - Winslow Homer

     His stance, then, is never actively political.
More so, it is frank. His paintings are like
casts of a body: capturing minutia, but
forgoing its weight.
     This is perhaps best encapsulated by “The
Cotton pickers,” of 1876. The disillusioned
expression on the painting's pair of young
women is a testament to the insufficiency of
reparations. In the war’s aftermath, as the title
indicates, their lives have been left
unchanged.

labour, is as bewildering as it is upsetting.
     Homer's paintings expertly straddle the
line of accuracy and ambiguity: they are
aesthetically pleasing, and unburdened by
narrative, personality, or politics. No
audience ever sees more than it is willing to,
and the artist is, one gets the impression, keen
enough to step aside. Whatever meanings he
drew from the real scenes he observed,
remain private.

The COtton Pickers, 1876
Oil on Canvas,  (61.12 × 96.84 cm) 

     That their melancholy likeness would go
on to be bought by a cotton merchant who,
the curators posit, made his fortune off slave 

This was a painter with a keen eye for
finance, something I don’t mean to suggest is
a flaw, but something worth considering in
relation to his work. He's recorded as saying
“I will paint for money any time.”  And
indeed, looking at his multiple images of
hunky sailors—in various states of undress—
rescuing half-conscious women from the
stormy sea, it’s really not difficult to guess
how they might’ve fascinated his patron’s
imagination. The paintings he would make in
the Caribbean, however, through their
particular, fresh appeal, became symptomatic
of a greater mutation in American attitudes
towards race.
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The exhibition’s curators record how the
Bahamas, in the later decades of the 19th
century, “rebranded” their image. Losing their
dangerous reputation, the isles became
paradise. Their golden sun, turquoise seas—
and unused terrain—made them highly
desirable for American upper classes’ leisure.
     Winslow Homer was himself on the cusp
of this movement. The artist began, in the
winter of 1884, to descend yearly to the
Caribbeans. You can imagine him leaving his
heavy case of oil paints in cold Maine, and
packing light as he headed south. Indeed, the
watercolours he produced in the West Indies
—brighter, 

A Garden in Nassau, 1885
Watercolor, gouache, and graphite on wove paper, (36.8 x 53.3 cm)

lighter, though
equally fine as his
usual work—have
an air of levity.
    Among these,
the work that
probably struck
me most was “A
Garden in
Nassau,” made  in
1885. Here, below
a shining-sky,
shaded-by
“exotic” foliage, a
small Bahamian
girl looks up at
what must seem like an enormous gated wall.
It is a fair guess that beyond it sits a
considerably-sized property. As more
Americans visited the archipelago, seeking an
idyllic holiday, these types of limestone walls
were becoming more and more common.
They divided tourists from natives. So while
they became a staple of the landscape—being
naturally captured by Homer—they were also
symbols of their owner's anxieties. Alongside
wild fauna, the islanders were equally othered 

as threats to the properties. These walls are
monuments to an unfulfilled revolution in race
relations. But we, the audience, are looking at
the girl. The shape of her gaze disarms our
own; her innocence is delightfully
hypnotizing. We are endeared by her wonder
at this object. A feeling of novelty pervades
the painting, but we forget to as "what of."
     There’s an unresolved neutrality which
often frustrates works of realism. In Homer’s
paintings, it manifests in the unease between
their visual language, and commercial
afterlife. His figures are expressed with
intimate fidelity. They’ve been, one feels,
observed with real attention and

care. Yet,
whatever stories
they carry are 
 flattened into
mere aesthetics,
co-opted into
more marketable
narratives: a
cotton
merchant’s
benevolent self-
fashioning; an
exotic holiday’s
souvenir.  His
paintings

“Winslow Homer: Force of Nature” will be at
the National Gallery until January 8th, 2023
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passively trace the decay of black people’s
position in America, and the reinvention of
unequal dynamics; they feed the egos leading
these very trends.
These fragments contain multitudes, but they
feel intangible. We want them, more than to
speak, to act, but Homer’s left us pigment,
water and oil. 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/829773
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/829773
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/exhibitions/winslow-homer-force-of-nature
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We live in extreme political times. This
doesn’t just include actual politics, but rather
the cultural and societal changes we have
seen emerge in the last five or six years.
     This is not an article on right versus left
but in fact modesty vs cultural extremism.
On both sides of the political spectrum, we
see this chaotic mess that plagues divisions
and civil unrest that we see today. Extreme
sides of the right and left, constantly battling,
leaving the majority stuck in the middle,
being forced to join sides. Some people just
want to do nine to five, five days a week and
have a takeaway on the weekend. Not be
social media warriors battling to destroy the
reputation of the other. I will attempt to view
the picture from afar and analyse key details
within.
     Let us start with the left. What I mean by
the left, is the birth of "wokeism" and
"cancel culture." These days we have a
growing culture of inclusivity, consideration
and acceptance which is fantastic. However,
they’re pockets of groups that poison this
idea and will use it for their own means of
success, whatever the hell that is. For
example, in many universities across the
western world, the student demographics
would seem to be dominated by these so-
called wokeists and socially left
revolutionaries. Hence many university
environments are toxic for those who are not
part of these groups. This has been present
here at NCH in the past. Individuals will
preach about being inclusive and yet exclude
and talk negatively about those who do not
conform to their own ideas. But this act of of
‘inclusion exclusion’ is more than prevalent
on both sides of right and left, just 

THE FIGHT FOR MODESTY
BY CIARAN TELFER

 unfortunately those on the left have become
more popular at doing so. Examples of
disagreements that occur in our ever-
changing culture are gender and pronoun
use. I’m sure most of the younger
generations will be aware of the “change my
mind meme”, with the most famous or
infamous video, depending on your
viewpoint, was “they’re only two genders,
change my mind”. Now moving away from
whatever you believe, I will instead focus on
how the actual interactions between Steven
Crowder and those who challenged him.
What Steven was able to do, was to remain
calm and keep whatever emotions he had at
bay, a lot of the challengers failed to do this
because of several reasons. Whether that was
a lack of debating experience, an inability to
accept differing views or perhaps the fact
they got out the wrong side of the bed that
morning. This highlights the issue I’m
pushing for. People are unaccepting of
differing views, whether they are moderate
or extreme and this causes absolute hell in
societies. Modesty disappears and polarising
divisions are created. A Cold Civil War of
culture between the two extremes. However,
this is just the left.
     We now move to the right. As previously
stated, this is not just about the cancel culture
about the left, it’s about the failure of
modesty in society from both sides.
Examples of the right include Trump,
abortion, pretentiousness and so forth. We’ll
start with the elephant in the room. Not
Donald J Trump but rather the effect he’s
caused. I would never use the word moderate
in relation to America, however, it was far
more modest before Donald Trump
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crashed headfirst into politics. Since 2016
and his electoral victory, America has been
split in two. On one side the democrats and
on the other, Trump supporters, who are
mainly republican. You’ve seen the videos,
some of the supporters of Trump are in one
way, absolutely mental. From fans saying
they’d still vote for Trump if he shot
someone in the middle of Times Square, to
say the election was stolen. These people,
almost like part of a cult on the right are so
unable to accept any other view that they
will resort to the same tactics as said
previously. There is an incredibly important
point to pick out here, is the fact that not all
Trump supporters are like this. If someone
supports Trump, this does not mean they’re
all the same as one another! Furthermore one
of the key differences to the left in the
United States, is violence. We saw this at the
Capitol Riots on January 6th. The world is
on fucking fire. Aside from this, we have
those on the right who will push for the
banning of abortion, a dagger straight
through the rights of women. They will
clobber the idea that abortion is murder and
compare those who have abortions to those
that have been convicted of murder and are
themselves in prison. Where on earth is the
modesty? Finally, we move on to
pretentiousness or exclusion in one way. As I
talked about earlier, those on the right can
exclude and damage people just as much as
those on the left. Those would label you
idiotic, socialist, or worse if you were to
agree with one policy that isn’t conservative.
These groups of people are however smaller
in numbers compared to the inclusive
exclusive Individuals on the left. But
nevertheless, they exist.
     Now, this all boils down to the central
focus of this article, ‘The Fight for modesty."

The western world is currently losing this
fight. They’re those across the democratic
sphere, including here in the United
Kingdom, where we simply want to get on
with life without having to worry about what
we believe in, what we say or don’t say and
what we post online. The demons of social
media warriors are on every day waiting for
prey on both sides, waiting to pounce on you
for a mistake in your speech or for
expressing beliefs. This "pounce" does not
however come in the form of a direct
challenge, but rather a frighteningly fast
process which could very well exclude you
from groups and cause you a whole load of
hassle. Although we all remember the days
in the past when the news was boring, there
weren’t people in their twenties crying on the
M25, world leaders accusing elections of
being stolen, seeing individuals cancelled
and their lives ruined, eroding the very
freedoms of speech we fought for in the past.
The same freedoms of speech that large
amounts of individuals across the world do
not have. We remember a world where we
simply did our lives, voted every so often
and got on with things. The whole "Keep
Calm and Carry On" sentiment has gone out
the window for us Brits. One comment from
the British Home Secretary, Suella
Braverman, was "we should be policing
crime not policing pronouns." Whatever your
view of her is, she raises a valid point, the
focus on the wrong things currently, is
becoming increasingly dangerous. We must
fight to protect free speech, we must fight to
protect modesty, and we must fight for a
simple life of coming home after work and
enjoying that life you have.
     Let’s end the extreme polarities of society
and accept differing views.
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After her spectacular debut in Booksmart,
Olivia Wilde presents a wobbly
psychological horror. Don't Worry Darling
premiered at the 79th Venice Film Festival
and is bursting with stars; Florence Pugh,
Harry Styles, Chris Pine, Gemma Chan, Nick
Kroll and Wilde, herself. Wilde carries
tradition by borrowing Katie Silberman to do
the screenplay for this film, as well as
Booksmart, her better work.

Don’t Worry Darling begins in a desert.
Surrounded by beige mountains lies a vibrant
town, “Victory”, whose inhabitants embody
the 1950s: the silhouettes, the rainbow
caught in each woman’s dress, the floral
prints, and stiff suits, all living in a cul-de-
sac. The film opens with a routine. Alice
(Florence Pugh) lives in the cul-de-sac with
her husband, Jack (Harry Styles). She cooks
him his breakfast, dressed in a men’s
oversized shirt, and waves him goodbye as
he leaves for work, “testing materials” at
Victory Headquarters. I call bullshit. The
synchronicity in the wives waving a sweet
bye with big painted smiles to their
husbands, who drive off one by one in their
Chevrolets, T-Birds and Metropolitans is 

DONT WORRY DARLING REVIEW:
I MEAN IT’S NOT TERRIBLE…

unsettling. The husbands move as if waiting
for their musical cue. This choreography
immediately reminded me of the pastel
suburbs in Edward Scissorhands. The
husbands going to work move in a similar
fashion—cars move like toys down the cul-
de-sac.
    Everything is too perfect; Alice is too
happy cleaning the windows, the bathtub,
and cooking. Her shopping is done with a
trolley, and with other wives accompanying
her journey down a road lined on either side
with palm trees and big posters advertising
the “Victory Project”. Something is not
right. Everything goes off kilter when Alice
starts having weird dreams; images of
dancers forming a circle, contorting their
bodies, another circle, ballerinas and another
damn circle. This circle motif does get used
a lot in her dreams, which she has pretty
often.
     The film seems to linger in this horror
realm. A brilliant sequence occurs in which
Pugh is cleaning a glass window and she is
slowly squished and suffocated until her face
is compressed against that glass. The
stunning cinematography alongside the
distorted dream-like images create a sense of
discomfort and yet when the crescendo
culminates, it is meh. After providing drops 

Olivia Wilde’s over-the-surface take
 on defying the house-wife prison

BY JESSICA PEREIRA

SPOILER REVIEW
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 of information, the mystery wears off and
suddenly we are thrown into a whirlwind, as
everything is exposed. Alice wakes up from
her “therapy”, all fixed and obedient again
and then she is told the truth of her dreams,
her innate feeling of anxiety: it’s all a
simulation, folks. I do feel a sense of dread
for Alice as weird things continue to happen,
such as a neighbour committing suicide and
being dragged away by men in red overalls,
or a mysterious plane crashing near some
moutains, but I do not care. Wilde provides
crumbs of drama throughout but after a while
my hunger has outgrown me.

A scene where he smashes a car wheel with
his fists, after betraying his wife with a
devastating truth, made me giggle. Hot take:
shouting and getting that crazy vein to pop in
your forehead is not acting.. Harry Styles
’character is simple. He shows only the most
rudimentary emotions—they are “horny”,
“happy”, “concerned” and “angry”. The
reason I don’t mention his character in the
summary is because I cannot unsee Harry
Styles, the pop-star, from the screen. I do
think it is some fault of my own
consumption of media but he lacks nuance.I
know this for sure. Bombarding the audience
with tiresome weary images of circular
shapes is clear foreshadowing, but enough
with the damn circles, lady, we get it. FYI,
they represent the eye, which is how Alice is
being transported into this simulation. Frank,
the eccentric leader of Victory, played by
Chris Pine, has a quiet terror to his presence
which is due to Pine’s skill. Overall, that
saying comes to mind, “one loose knot
breaks a strong chain”, it applies to this film.
     Wilde’s take on the prison of traditional
norms— the cleaning, the shopping, the
cocktail in hand ready for her husband when
he arrives—and the disruption to the latter is
lacklustre and offers nothing new. Bryan
Forbes ’1975 satirical thriller Stepford-Wives
already dealt with the feminist portion.
Jordan Peele’s 2017 Get Out dealt with the
horror of stripping one’s control over their
physical body. Don’t Worry Darling is one-
dimensional. There is no substance in this
chaos and in its offer of holding up a mirror
to societal issues regarding expectations of
women and our role in society, I would
prefer a different mirror.
   Don’t Worry Darling balances itself
between “okay for a first date” and
“mediocre for a film lover”.

    This is due to many factors: Harry Styles,
pacing and acclimatising the audience with
quirky dream sequences. Florence Pugh is a
powerhouse and her talent is palpable, even
within a story which forces her to have a
slow-dawning wake-up call (pun intended).
Harry Styles, on the other hand, is hilarious.
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FRANCIS BACON:
PORTRAYING A LOVER

love and friendship in Francis Bacons Exhibition ‘Man and
Beast’ at the Royal Academy of Arts

BY ANGELA SÁNCHEZ

GEORGE DYER IN THE HAMMOCK, 1967

"In the lives of all of us there is a human being whom we least wish to lose.
Bacon sustained that particular loss at the time of his retrospective exhibition in
Paris in 1971-1972. He bore it with a stoicism for which even Homer would have

been hard put to find words; but in his real life – his life as a painter, that is to
say – it came to the fore over and over again."

 
John Russell, Francis Bacon, 1971 
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https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/exhibition/francis-bacon
https://www.waterstones.com/book/francis-bacon/john-russell/9780500202715


Bacon paints, animals and humans
but what about the humans he knows?

Bacon isn't capturing that which was aimed
to be captured by the grandiose, classical
style of roman and greek sculpture. Bacon's
mission goes beyond the realms of pure,
physical nature. His deconstructions of those
closest to him, such as his friend Isabella
Rawsthorne, show the struggle of moving
beyond appearance to capture a presence, and
bring it to life through the magic of his brush.
It shows how the more familiar the

Francis Bacon is a renowned artist known for
his disfigured, animalistic portraits of
humans. His inorganic figures are
dehumanised and portrayed so as to show our
raw, and grotesque animalistic nature. The
most shocking thing is not that these figures
which he continuously "studies," are 
 dehumanised, but rather that these studies
are all-encompassing even for those closest
to him. Bacon's art aims to capture not what
one sees but perhaps what one doesn’t see it
is that sense of appearance which is so
intangible that he so courageously portrays. 

"Not an hour goes by when I don’t think about George"
 

Francis Bacon in M. Peppiatt, Francis Bacon: Anatomy of an Enigma, 1996

 person becomes the more layers of his
presence one becomes aware of and perhaps
the more difficult it is to portray these in
one piece. Bacon said that what he wanted
was "to distort the thing far beyond the
appearance but in the distortion to bring it
back to a recording to the appearance."

     Bacon's various studies of his lover
George Dyer, who is almost unrecognisable
in his portraits of him, show this: how he
struggles because Dyer's presence has
generated so many layers in his mind that it
takes various studies of distorted figures of
him to capture his appearance, from the
midst of his essence. It is the ones he loves
most that he disfigures with most intensity.
As described by E.M. Stainton, “Dyer's
body defies the normal conventions of
perspective.”

 What is true is that he stays true to his style
because perhaps it’s his vision of reality, it’s
his way of capturing essence. What Bacon
aims to capture in every disfigured portrait
is his reality, one put into deep question
through his pieces. When experiencing the
figures I saw brush strokes full of emotion.
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https://encore.libraries.london.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2042331__SFrancis%20Bacon%3A%20Anatomy%20of%20an%20Enigma__Orightresult__U__X4?lang=eng&suite=shl
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RAUL ROJAS JR. SIGNED TO 
THE UFC

An exciting prospect for the future
BY VLOD LUKYANOV

Another round of Dana White’s contender
series paved the way for the annual hype
around the new talent, with fight fans
speculating which of the new additions to the
UFC roster will make their way to the top.
     No doubt you might have heard of Raul
Rojas Jr, beating Mando Gutierrez via
Unanimous Decision in the final of the
Contender Series. Nothing special, surely, as
the far more popular Bo Nickal submitted
Donovan Beard in 60 seconds of a later
Contender Series final. Although Bo Nickal
is an exciting, albeit cliché American
wrestling addition to the rostern, Raul
represents something else, something far
more interesting.
     At only 17 years old, he is the youngest
fighter signed by the UFC. The years of

 experience he has under his belt are written
all over his face – the face of a fighting man
if ever I’ve seen one.
     He’s an exciting prospect for fight fans
regardless of promotion as he represents a
new generation of fighting talent, born and
trained for MMA rather than transitioning
from another sport. The closest comparison
is Sage Northcutt who had trained in MMA
ever since he was 4 years old and signed to
the UFC when he was 19. Time and time
again we’ve seen top talent come in having
trained from their very birth to be fighters.
Sage Northcutt and ONE Championship’s
Victoria Lee represent the kids that spent
their time honing their craft, giving away
crucial early years to a future in this sport. 
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     The question remains whether they may
find the same success as those transitioning
from Sambo, Jiu Jitsu, or Wrestling, as keen
fight fans will be quick to remind me that
Sage Northcutt hasn’t fought since his debut
ONE Championship fight against Cosmo
Alexandre.
     The young Sage was seen as a hot ticket
item after he was let go by the UFC, with
Dana White opting not to sign him for a new
contract in hopes he could come back later
with more experience in high-level
competition. ONE Championship’s CEO
Chatri, the businessman he always is,
snapped up Sage and gave him a challenging
debut fight – the now 40 year old Cosmo
Alexandre, a talented and experienced
Brazilian striker. All hopes were on Sage to
start off his ONE career with a bang,
although 30 seconds in he was on the floor,
slumped 

over. A single strike, straight to the jaw, saw
Sage fight for the last time. He went to
hospital with several breaks in his jaw, and
hasn’t fought since that fight in May of 2019.
Chatri found use for the young man though,
who now slaves away in Chatri’s pet project
Evolve MMA as an MMA instructor.
     Will Raul Rojas Jr. suffer the same fate?
Being Brazilian is a good start. Brazilian
fighters have had unending success in MMA
since its conception, even when it was called
Jeet Kune Do. The likes of Wanderlei Silva,
the Nogueira Brothers, the Gracie Family,
Vitor Belfort, and more recently Anderson
Silva, Deiveson Figueiredo, and Charles
Oliveira. Only time can tell whether his
specialisation as an MMA fighter with a
wrestling submission focus, as well as his
young age, will be to the benefit or detriment  
of his career.
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TAKING A LOOK AT THE
TECHNIQUES

Saemapetch vs. Rittewada
BY VLOD LUKYANOV

Having held the MTGP Welterweight World Championship and boasting experience fighting
in Rajadamnern Stadium, number one ranked Saemapetch was to be a challenging opponent
for Rittewada's debut. Rittewada had previously held the Lumpinee 140lbs Championship,
one of the most prestigious titles in Muay Thai.  
     Saemapetch started off strong, knocking down Rittewada in Round 1, however, a deep cut
over his eyebrow forced the ringside doctor to call off the match in Round 2. Let's follow the
play-by-play, checking some of the notable techniques in the match.

Starting slow, Rittewada tried his jab and low
kick, looking to see Saemapetch's reactions
and defence. Rittewada fired off short and
aggressive three piece boxing combinations
hunting for Saemapetch’s head. Pushing
back, Saemapetch looked to regain his
ground with his own forceful boxing
combinations, only to

ROund 1
be caught with a counter spinning elbow. 
     The spinning elbow is our first notable
technique. It requires a great deal of torque
and momentum to be effective, more so
than a regular elbow that can be done with
the smallest of motions. Looking below at
the  picture references: Rittewada sets up
the
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     Following the elbow, Saemapetch was in his effective striking range. Having caught Rittewada's
teep he threw a three piece boxing combination, with each hit connecting. This combination – the
cross, uppercut, hook – is the next technique I want to look at. Saemapetch loaded up the first cross
for more power, putting his weight on the back foot to launch it forward, twisting his back foot to
generate extra force through the whip-like motion of the strike. Having landed it, he stepped
through and put his left foot forward with the right uppercut. This kept his hips open to generate
power through the rubberband-like motion. He capitalised on the placement of his left foot by
following up with a hook. The three-piece combo knocked down Rittewada.

     Following the knockdown, Rittewada looked for ways to counter Saemapetch. He attempted
another elbow strike as the other threw a jab cross combo, however his elbow clashed with
Saemapetch's cross. The round ended with both fighters peppering each other with single hits,
keeping their distance. 

footwork for the spinning elbow by stepping through and threatening the teep, which allows him to
step wide enough to effectively reverse his stance. From this position he can twist and pivot, using
the momentum to spin his body and put his weight behind the elbow. As you can see, the elbow
came over the top to land on Saemapetch's cheek. However Saemapetch effectively closed the
distance, negating the damage. If it had landed optimally, it would have likely sliced his brow with
the tip of the elbow.
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     Slowly picking at each other with kicks, Saemapetch threatened several boxing combinations
which Rittewada met with a teep, however it was parried, with a jab cross to the body, and a wide
hook to Rittewada's chin which sent him falling over backwards, landing against the cage. Parrying
the teep requires great timing with a deceptively simple execution. Saemapetch simply swipes it to
the side, leaving Rittewada off balance and open to his body strikes.

Looking to take the round, Rittewada's well-
timed teep forced Saemapetch back. The
teep is a fairly simple move – the front kick.
It can act as both a way to keep opponents
out of mid-close range and an offensive tool.
It requires the fighter to lean back and force
their hips forward to add extra force, and
strong footing as to not push themselves
backwards instead. 

ROund 2 

     Notice Saemapetch's footwork during this combination. He uses the jab to force Rittewada to
block high, leaving the body open. His cross effectively launched him forward, and from this wide
stance he twisted back to land a devastating body shot. By rolling the shoulder of the crossing arm
backwards, he then transmitted that kinetic energy to the hook. 
     Rittewada continued picking off single shots, however Saemapetch kept forcing him back with
strong combinations, only occasionally being pushed backwards. Saemapetch caught one of the
teeps, and went for the cross again, ending the combination with a short hook. 
     Attempting to take control back, Rittewada fired off two elbows as a counter while Saemapetch
stepped in, forcing a clinch. The first elbow, where Rittewada stepped and sliced across
Saemapetch's brow, cut deeply, and the referee called for the ringside doctor to check the injury.
The doctor called the fight as the cut was too deep.
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     Slowly picking at each other with kicks, Saemapetch threatened several boxing combinations
which Rittewada met with a teep, however it was parried, with a jab cross to the body, and a wide
hook to Rittewada's chin which sent him falling over backwards, landing against the cage.
Parrying the teep requires great timing with a deceptively simple execution. Saemapetch simply
swipes it to the side, leaving Rittewada off balance and open to his body strikes.

     The two most important aspects of this elbow strike are the stance and the distance – it is wide,
allowing Rittewada to generate more power when he throws. Power is generated through a wide
stable base, as the fighter needs to be grounded and assist their upper body movement with further
force from the calves and thighs as they 'spring up', as well as keep balance to be accurate. Unlike
the elbow technique in the first round, it landed at its optimal range. 
     You can see Rittewada twist to his right and elbow through Saemapetch, rather than actually
hitting him spot on. Had this elbow not glanced Saemapetch but properly landed, he may not have
gotten a cut bad enough to force a stoppage. The elbow is purposely thrown with the intent to hit
and glance, letting the sharp end of the elbow slice the skin. 
 

     Overall this was an amazing fight, with an even more amazing comeback from Rittewada. I
will be looking forward to his eventual bout with Nong-O, although I don't believe anyone can
dethrone the bantamweight king for the time being. 
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https://www.nchsu.org/history-society 
FIND THEM:

THE HISTORY SOCIETY

 historysoc@nchsu.org
@nulhistsoc

mailto:historysoc@nchsu.org
https://www.nchsu.org/history-society
mailto:historysoc@nchsu.org
https://www.instagram.com/nulhistsoc/


https://www.tickettailor.com/events/newcollegeofthehumanities2/791111
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THE 5 BEST CAFES IN
LONDON

EVery Student's Essential Cafe-Hopping-Map
BY AMBER BEREZNYCKYJ

We live in a world now where franchises dominate the high street. Mine alone has 7 franchised cafes
compared to 3 local ones. Now, I’m not here with my pitchfork screaming “Down with Pret!" but I am
here to shine a light on some alternatives. Since COVID, many local cafes have struggled without the
bailouts that the franchised mega-cafes would have had. While Cafe-hopping in London, I have
encountered many strange and wonderful people that I hope to share with you. Here are the top 5 cafes
in London to experience a student’s paradise:

Station cafes, even franchised ones such as Pret or
Costa, tend to have hiked prices. Not this one
though! Also known as ‘Temple Bar’, L’
Beschizza Cafe is a traditional pit stop with a
parisian, green, pinstriped entrance. In fact, the
lunch time deals are actually worth it: £4.50 for a
can of drink and meal (usually pasta or a selection
of baguettes) or £6 for a full English breakfast.  
     The price is commendable, but the best part of
this cafe is the fact that its entrance is tucked away,
directly opposite a little, quiet, park called Victoria
Embankment Gardens. Sit peacefully amongst the
freshly cut grass and toast your baguette to William
Edward Foster, whose statue resides in the park.
His political career saw the Victorian Education
bills through and the use of…lethal force against
the Irish land league? Okay, perhaps let's not toast
his his statue but it is certainly food for thought as
you munch down on lunch.  
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5 L’ BESCHIZZA CAFE
Temple Underground Station

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/L+Beschizza+Cafe/@51.5112188,-0.1158761,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604b4460d54df:0xe0fd29cf6f92e342!8m2!3d51.5112155!4d-0.1136874!16s%2Fg%2F1hc4np439
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/L+Beschizza+Cafe/@51.5112155,-0.1136874,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604b4460d54df:0xe0fd29cf6f92e342!8m2!3d51.5110225!4d-0.1136167!16s%2Fg%2F1hc4np439


4 ENJOY CAFE LONDON
Stoke Newington

Stoke Newington is a great lazy day out. Firstly,
take a wander around Abbey Park, Gothic
Cemetery and nature reserve. Try to find the
hidden church deep within the woods. Then,
have a rummage around the charity shops where
you can grab a great bargain and finally, stop off
at Enjoy Cafe. It's a small and humble Turkish
cafe. People rush in to grab subs from the cafe
lady, as if they are scurrying  home for their
lunch hour. I always expect one to shout out
‘thanks mum!’ while running back to work.
     The first time I visited, I ordered a ham and
cheese panini and chocolate milkshake. The cafe
lady giggled at the childish order, “You want  

Every student will reach a breaking point. It will be
early in the morning, after days of insomnia. Crust
will form on your lips and an essay will be due at
12pm. Yet, even at 4am, Brick Lane Coffee Shop
will be open. Grab one of their seven hot
chocolates, with cream on top and caramel, clear
your head and have a friendly chat. They love to be
inquisitive about your uni work, in exchange for
showing off their new outside area, featuring a
mechanical roof which opens like a flashy
convertible. 
     The cafe is open 24/7 and they make fresh
cookie dough. They have homemade cookie batter
which is poured into the stove, like a gooey
waterfall—very different from the microwavable
cookie batter most cafes use. If that doesn’t
convince you, I am sure their £3 bubbletea will. 

3 BRICK LANE COFEE SHOP
Bricklane

@Brick_lane_coffee_shop

Brick lane coffee shop

chips? I’ll give you chips, lovely.” Most people that choose to sit in tend to be workers, wanting an
all-day breakfast, filling up on fat sausages and toast. Now, I order a cup of tea and sometimes a
mozzarella and tomato baguette. She respects this order and I sit there watching the world go by. 

     So, next time you are wandering around brick lane, or desperately need to get out of the house,
look out for the giant teacup that adorns the cafe entrance.
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https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/L+Beschizza+Cafe/@51.5112188,-0.1158761,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604b4460d54df:0xe0fd29cf6f92e342!8m2!3d51.5112155!4d-0.1136874!16s%2Fg%2F1hc4np439
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Enjoy+Cafe+London/@51.5666218,-0.1427066,12z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x48761c67cf5570e5:0xa39950e1468fcd59!8m2!3d51.5666209!4d-0.0727142?hl=en
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/L+Beschizza+Cafe/@51.5112188,-0.1158761,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604b4460d54df:0xe0fd29cf6f92e342!8m2!3d51.5112155!4d-0.1136874!16s%2Fg%2F1hc4np439
https://www.google.com/maps/place/BRICK+LANE+COFFEE+SHOP/@51.5187234,-0.071605,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xa2aba0f0c1c3be65!8m2!3d51.5187234!4d-0.071605
https://www.instagram.com/brick_lane_coffee_shop/?hl=en
https://brick-lane-coffee-shop.business.site/?utm_source=gmb&utm_medium=referral


2 MY VILLAGE CAFE BAR
Camden Town

Bright, blue windows frame this Kurdish cafe. You step
inside, ducking to avoid the trees, parrots and fairy
lights. There are over a dozen people sharing the mosaic
tables across from the bar. They dance as one, playing
folk music, on fiddles, accordions, cajons. Some join
with only their feet and ring endorned fists. The owner,
wearing a bright red bandana and patchwork waistcoat,
stands to whisk you into this world, toothy grin and
Greek ouzo ready… 
     Once you step inside this cafe, there is no wifi, only
books and music. There are no insta ready novelties,
only

My Village Cafe Bar

terracotta fireplaces and strong coffee. There are no tote bags for sale, only Bulgarian ceramics
and fresh pitta. My Village Cafe is the best vegetarian cafe I have encountered. Its motto is to be a
home away from home, to leave the outside world behind and to take notice of what is on your
plate. To appreciate where your food has come from and the people around your table. This
environment is so rare in the hustle of London and I hope you stumble across this gem too.

 Honorable mentions

POLO BAR
Liverpool Street

The most American,
British Cafe, I’ve ever
seen. It looks crazy but it
has the best soul food and
Mac & Cheese balls.
Open twenty-four hours a
day, I would recommend
it to any NU student. 

LIBRARY POT
BOARD GAME CAFEGREAT BRITISH CAFE

Richmond
One of the coziest gaming
cafes in London, if you
want to geek out and fill
your belly with curry, this
is the cafe to visit. 

THE ARCHIE
PARKER

Forrest Hill

This cafe is a central hub
for the South London
community and is great
for anyone who enjoys
locally sourced food. 
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https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/L+Beschizza+Cafe/@51.5112188,-0.1158761,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604b4460d54df:0xe0fd29cf6f92e342!8m2!3d51.5112155!4d-0.1136874!16s%2Fg%2F1hc4np439
https://www.google.com/maps/place/My+Village+Hawraman+Cafe+Bar/@51.5428687,-0.1481646,15z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x0:0x2c3509a51039766a?sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwie9deUhan7AhXFVMAKHczRCqUQ_BJ6BAh8EAU
https://www.hawramancamdencafe.com/home
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/L+Beschizza+Cafe/@51.5112188,-0.1158761,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604b4460d54df:0xe0fd29cf6f92e342!8m2!3d51.5112155!4d-0.1136874!16s%2Fg%2F1hc4np439
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Polo+Bar+-+24hr+Great+British+Caf%C3%A9/@51.5176125,-0.0823385,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x48761cb2f7c46933:0x6621202c72efb947!8m2!3d51.5176092!4d-0.0801445?hl=en
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/L+Beschizza+Cafe/@51.5112188,-0.1158761,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604b4460d54df:0xe0fd29cf6f92e342!8m2!3d51.5112155!4d-0.1136874!16s%2Fg%2F1hc4np439
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/L+Beschizza+Cafe/@51.5112188,-0.1158761,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604b4460d54df:0xe0fd29cf6f92e342!8m2!3d51.5112155!4d-0.1136874!16s%2Fg%2F1hc4np439
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/L+Beschizza+Cafe/@51.5112188,-0.1158761,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604b4460d54df:0xe0fd29cf6f92e342!8m2!3d51.5112155!4d-0.1136874!16s%2Fg%2F1hc4np439
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Library+Pot,+Board+Game+Cafe+%26+Licensed+Restaurant/@51.4658433,-0.3005037,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x48760c313ec930eb:0x51dd15c768945c89!8m2!3d51.4658509!4d-0.298326
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/The+Archie+Parker/@51.4372568,-0.0633449,15z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x487603d13c12ec3f:0xc0be8e5f3521e071!8m2!3d51.4372437!4d-0.0545901


1 CAFE RODI
Blackhorse Road

     The best thing about this cafe is the food, no doubt. For a reasonable price, you receive bougie
meals. This includes: fresh pancakes with lily petals, turkey rashers the size of an arm and
poached eggs that slowly leak across sourdough bread.You can even get this delivered! I would
recommend studying here, the waiters will check in on you. They once noticed that I was sick and
brought me piping hot lemon water, with a slice of ginger for good measure. It wasn’t on the
menu but it made all the difference. 

Cafe Rodi

Opened in 1925, this salmon-bricked cafe
has remained in family hands. It is now run
by a single mother who studies full-time for
a degree in tourism.
 When I first began visiting the cafe, it was
a time warp into the eighties. It had
cracked, lime green tiles across the wall,
intimate lighting as though I was going to
meet a guy about some deal and oldie
music swam across the room. While I
found this magical, it has now gone through
a beautiful refurbishment, with wide booths
and study tables. 

Artwork by Emma Scutt, 2022 
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https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Cafe+RODI/@51.6068381,-0.1697919,12z/data=!4m9!1m2!2m1!1scafe+rodi!3m5!1s0x48761de52f72e8d1:0x77ffe084ca663d0e!8m2!3d51.5876244!4d-0.0401388!15sCgljYWZlIHJvZGlaCyIJY2FmZSByb2RpkgEEY2FmZeABAA
https://caferodi.co.uk/order-now?utm_source=&utm_medium=&utm_campaign=GMB_ORDER_NOW&utm_content=27-Jun-22#pancakes
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WHEN THEY'RE BOILED, 
EAT THEM.

A Personal EssaY

BY STEPHANIE CRINION

I have come to a conclusion, an opinion not yet held, a verdict not yet reached
     I have decided that I can only truly enjoy the world, if I am, in one way or another,
improving the world.
     Comedy, cookie-cutting and cliché aside, I have finally plucked up the courage to start
writing.
    I wish to only write about topics that I perceive to be the most important”. I hope to do so in
a manner which will enable us, as a society, community and people, to debate more openly,
honestly and thoughtfully, with one another. I aspire to encourage greater appreciation for
alternative opinions and empathy for those who hold them. I aim to cast doubt on certain facts”
we think we knowto be true and to question certain beliefs and values held.
     In search of what are the most important” things in life, I will employ my utmost sincerity,
integrity, honesty and humility. I also pray for some humour to ensue.
     I've found it extremely difficult to initiate the sitting down and writing” of my very first
piece. The vulnerable dive into consciousness has taken months of emotional ground work.
    What am I thinking? What have I been thinking? Why have I been thinking like this? What is
relevant? What are just words? Which words do I attach meaning to? Does everyone else have
this manifestation of subconsciousness, consciousness, thoughts, feelings, emotions, narratives?
Are you taking yourself, life and the world too seriously? What do I do? 
      Neuroticism at its finest. Or perhaps, 23 year-old young female anxiety trying to figure out
the world and her place in it - in its purest, soundest and most honest form.
      For all I know is what I think I know, for now. I have been paralysed by this reality. For
example, I know I have competence in certain areas, I have acquired strengths and have learned
some skills. Yet, I am hyper aware of how much I dont know. This knowledge, my own
ignorance, has been debilitating. Or at least Ive let it act as such.

If the world were merely seductive, that would be easy. If it were merely challenging,
that would be no problem. But I arise in the morning torn between a desire to save the
world and a desire to savour the world. This makes it hard to plan the day.”
    - E.B White.
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     I will never know enough.
     Besides, I dont wish to know enough, for then, my education would cease. I also dont want
to presume” I know more than the next person, as then my humility fades.
     Nonetheless, in a mere 23 years of life experience, I think I have decided on one thing. We
need to choose love.
    In choosing love, you are choosing to do good, to be good and to search for the beautiful” in
humans, situations and society.

     In art, in people, in situations, by beginning with the beautiful, you are choosing to find the
love in the creation. Assuming we are all created equal, there is love, beauty and good in all of
us. In choosing love, I inevitably pursue what is beautiful. In finding beauty, I see the good. In
turn, in an honest and empathetic pursuit to answer the difficult and vexing questions of
humanity, society and life, I find myself on the best possible path toward the truth.

      Maybe, in your next step, for your next decision, ask yourself: what would Love” do?

      Do that. Try that.

     Then again,

     What would I know?

     All I know is that when they're boiled, eat them.

 "Begin with the beautiful, which leads you to the good, which leads you to the
truth.”
     - Robert Barron
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